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(57) ABSTRACT 

A neW method to form an integrated circuit device is 
achieved. The method comprises providing a substrate. A 
sacri?cial layer is formed overlying the substrate. The 
sacri?cial layer is patterned to form temporary vertical 
spacers Where conductive bonding locations are planned. A 
conductive layer is deposited overlying the temporary ver 
tical spacers and the substrate. The conductive layer is 
patterned to form conductive bonding locations overlying 
the temporary vertical spacers. The temporary vertical spac 
ers are etched aWay to create voids underlying the conduc 
tive bonding locations. 
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METHOD FOR FABRICATING THERMAL 
COMPLIANT SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP WIRING 
STRUCTURE FOR CHIP SCALE PACKAGING 

[0001] This application is a continuation application of 
Ser. No. 10/925,302 ?led on Aug. 24, 2004. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] (1) Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates, in general, to the 
integrity and reliability of semiconductor chip interconnec 
tions and, more speci?cally, to the methods of fabricating 
multi-layer Wiring structures on semiconductor chips for 
relieving thermal stresses on solder ball interconnections. 

[0004] (2) Description of the Prior Art 

[0005] The advent of VLSI technology in the semicon 
ductor ?eld has resulted in the demand for high density 
packaging. Semiconductor packaging traditionally has three 
levels of package. In the ?rst level, a single chip module 
comprises a semiconductor chip attached to a substrate that 
includes interconnections to the next level of package. The 
substrate and chip assembly is usually molded in an encap 
sulant for environmental protection. In the second level of 
packaging, a printed circuit card typically mounts to the 
single chip modules. Finally, the third level package is 
usually a planar printed circuit board. 

[0006] The utiliZation of VLSI semiconductor chips in 
commercial electronic products such as cameras, camcord 
ers, DVD players, etc., requires that semiconductor pack 
ages be highly reliable and space ef?cient in their designs. In 
addition, military applications require lightWeight, space 
ef?cient, highly reliable packaging structures. Elimination 
of a level of packaging has been a driving force in electronic 
system design in the recent past. This reduction Would alloW 
for closer spacing of semiconductor chips and also reduce 
signal delays. In addition, the reduction of a level of pack 
aging Would increase product reliability and decrease prod 
uct costs. One design currently in use is direct chip attach. 
In this design, integrated circuits are ?ip chip mounted onto 
a substrate, usually ceramic, and then the assembly is sealed 
in an enclosure for environmental protection. The environ 
mental protection is required to protect the semiconductor 
and the interconnections against corrosive elements and 
mechanical disturbances. Unfortunately, the inclusion of 
enclosures for environmental protection results in larger 
packages With longer distances betWeen semiconductor 
chips. This also creates longer signal delays. 

[0007] In addition, advances in VLSI technology in the 
semiconductor ?eld have created the need for higher inter 
connection density on the surface of the semiconductor chip. 
Such interconnections are used to connect betWeen chip 
terminals and the next level of packaging or to a printed 
circuit board. The requirement for higher density intercon 
nections is created by the advent of smaller circuit devices 
fabricated in recent manufacturing processes. These smaller 
circuits, in turn, result in higher circuit counts per chip. 
These higher circuit counts further require the addition of 
signal input and output connections. In addition, the higher 
circuit counts increase the poWer requirements and connec 
tivity of the chips. This need for higher interconnection 
density has resulted in interconnection techniques such as 
the use of solder bumps. Solder bump interconnect systems 
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utiliZe the total area overlying the chip and thus providing 
more interconnections per chip. 

[0008] One signi?cant challenge that must be overcome 
When using solder bumps is the issue of thermally induced 
mechanical stress. These mechanical stresses in the solder 
bump result from differences in the thermal coef?cient of 
expansion (TCE) of the basic materials used, such as 
betWeen the silicon substrate, the metal interconnects, and 
the solder bumps. In an application Where the product 
utiliZes a silicon semiconductor chip and the next level of 
package is an epoxyiglass printed circuit card and the 
product usage is in a home or of?ce environmentithe 
resultant thermally induced strains are such that the solder of 
the solder bumps is stressed beyond the elastic limit of the 
material. Solder fatigue cracks develop due to the ON-OFF 
thermal cycling that occurs during normal product usage. 
These fatigue cracks eventually result in faulty interconnec 
tions and, therefore, represent a serious reliability concern. 

[0009] In order to minimiZe the thermal stresses on the 
solder ball interconnections a method currently in use is 
shoWn, in cross section, in FIG. 1. The semiconductor chip 
10 has an interconnecting Wiring structure 12 fabricated by 
conventional photolithography. The Wiring structure 12 is 
composed of copper Cu or aluminum Al metallurgy With 
polyimide for the insulator. Polyimide is knoWn to have a 
loW coef?cient of thermal expansion. A buffer layer 14 is 
added to the above structure by soldering or by pressure 
metal bonding the interconnections. Solder balls 16 are 
added by plating or evaporation. The buffer layer 14 com 
prises a loW modulus elastomer With thru metal vias for 
interconnections. The buffer layer 14 provides stress relief 
that is required When the chip scale package is intercon 
nected to the next level package. If this method is used to 
directly mounted chip scale packaging onto printed circuit 
boards, then additional processes are required to add the 
buffer layer. In addition, electrical delay is increased in the 
?nal circuit. 

[0010] A draWback to the chip scale packaging design is 
that the basic materials used, silicon for the semiconductor 
chip, and glass-epoxy for the printed circuit cards and 
boards, have different thermal coef?cients of expansion 
TCE. The TCE for silicon based materials ranges from 
2.5-3.5 ppm/OC Whereas the TCE for glass-epoxy structures 
is in the range of 15-25 ppm/OC. This difference in TCE 
results in thermally induced stresses in the solder ball 
interconnections When the product is in use. The stresses in 
the solder ball interconnections are due to the thermally 
induced strains When the product is thermally cycled during 
use. 

[0011] Several prior art inventions relate to the design of 
semiconductor devices With thermal stress relief. US. Pat. 
No. 6,028,364 to Ogino et al describes a design utiliZing an 
elastomer for thermal stress relief on a bumped semicon 
ductor chip. US. Pat. No. 6,395,581 to Choi describes a 
method for fabricating a BGA semiconductor package uti 
liZing a metal poWder as a ?exible member for improved 
solderjoint reliability. US. Pat. No. 6,423,571 to Ogino et 
al provides a method for making semiconductor solder 
bumped chip structures utiliZing an elastomer for the dielec 
tric material as a stress relieving mechanism. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] Accordingly it is an object of the present invention 
to provide methods for fabricating multi-layer Wiring struc 
tures on a semiconductor chip such that thermally induced 
mechanical stresses at the solder ball terminals are reduced 
or eliminated. 

[0013] It is a further object of the present invention is to 
provide a product With reduced thermal stresses such that a 
chip scale package can be directly mounted onto a printed 
circuit interconnect. 

[0014] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide methods of fabrication utiliZing materials and fabrica 
tion processes currently used in semiconductor manufacture. 

[0015] It is a further object of the present invention is to 
provide a product fabricated by the described methods and 
having a thermally compliant multi-layered Wiring structure 
that can be used in high thermal cycled products With 
resultant high reliability. 

[0016] In accordance With the objects of this invention, a 
method to form an integrated circuit device is achieved. The 
method comprises providing a substrate. A sacri?cial layer 
is formed overlying the substrate. The sacri?cial layer is 
patterned to form temporary vertical spacers Where conduc 
tive bonding locations are planned. A conductive layer is 
deposited overlying the temporary vertical spacers and the 
substrate. The conductive layer is patterned to form conduc 
tive bonding locations overlying the temporary vertical 
spacers. The temporary vertical spacers are etched aWay to 
create voids underlying the conductive bonding locations. 

[0017] Also in accordance With the objects of this inven 
tion, an integrated circuit device is achieved. The device 
comprises a substrate and a conductive layer overlying the 
substrate With voids therebetWeen at conductive bonding 
locations. The conductive layer comprises a metal layer 
overlying a barrier layer. The metal layer further overlies 
and contacts metal pads such that electrical contacts to the 
conductive bonding locations create electrical connections 
to the metal pads. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] In the accompanying draWings forming a material 
part of this description, there is shoWn: 

[0019] FIG. 1 illustrate a prior art interconnect method for 
an integrated circuit. 

[0020] FIG. 2 illustrates a ?rst preferred embodiment of 
the present invention in cross sectional representation. 

[0021] FIG. 3 illustrates a second preferred embodiment 
of the present invention in cross sectional representation. 

[0022] FIGS. 4 through 6 illustrate steps common to the 
?rst and second preferred embodiments of the present inven 
tion. 

[0023] FIGS. 7 through 9 illustrate steps unique to the ?rst 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

[0024] FIGS. 10 through 13 illustrate steps unique to the 
second preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

[0025] FIG. 14 illustrates a third preferred embodiment of 
the present invention shoWing a perforated structure in top 
vieW. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0026] The preferred embodiments of the present inven 
tion disclose a method to form an interconnecting structure 
for bonding solder bumps onto an integrated circuit device. 
A novel void structure is formed to improve the thermal 
performance of the solder bonded device. The strain on the 
interconnecting solder bump or ball is reduced or eliminated 
by the embodiments of the present invention. This improve 
ment is accomplished by the design of the multi-layer Wiring 
structure on the semiconductor chip in a manner that does 
not alloW the thermally induced strain to be transmitted to 
the interconnecting solder ball. The multi-layer Wiring struc 
ture incorporates a void or gap under the metal intercon 
nection Wiring. This design provides an elastic structure that 
is ductile by design so that it Will not transmit the thermally 
induced strain from the substrate to the interconnecting 
solder balls. It should be clear to those experienced in the art 
that the present invention can be applied and extended 
Without deviating from the scope of the present invention. 

[0027] Referring noW to FIG. 2, a ?rst preferred embodi 
ment 110 of the present invention is illustrated. Several 
important features of the present invention are shoWn and 
discussed beloW. In FIG. 2, a partial cross section of an 
integrated circuit device 110, formed according to the ?rst 
preferred embodiment, is shoWn. The device 110 comprises 
a substrate 20. The substrate 20 preferably comprises a 
semiconductor material and, more preferably, comprises 
monocrystalline silicon as is Well knoWn in the art. HoW 
ever, the composition of the substrate 20 is not of primary 
importance to the present invention. A dielectric layer 22 is 
shoWn formed overlying the substrate 20. In practice, a 
plurality of devices, such as transistors, capacitors, resistors, 
and interconnecting structures, may be formed in or on the 
substrate 20 and the dielectric layer 22. Further, the dielec 
tric layer 22 may further comprises a plurality of levels and 
materials, including multiple levels of interconnecting ?lms. 
For simplicity of illustration, hoWever, the substrate 20 and 
the dielectric layer 22 are shoWn as single layers. 

[0028] A metal pad 26 is formed overlying the dielectric 
layer 22. In practice, a plurality of metal pads 26 are formed 
at the topmost layer of the integrated circuit device 110. 
These metal pads 26 provide a means to mechanically and 
electrically connect the device 110 to a package or to a 
circuit board as is Well knoWn in the art. Further, in the art, 
metal bumps may be directly attached to metal pads 26 of 
the present invention in the formation of ?ip-chip devices. 
While not shoWn in the illustration, the metal pads 26 are 
preferably connected to an underlying metal layer and, 
ultimately, to devices and structures in the dielectric layer 22 
and in the substrate 20 of the device 110. Apassivation layer 
24 is formed overlying the dielectric layer 22 and metal pads 
26. The passivation layer 24 preferable comprises a dielec 
tric ?lm and, more preferably, comprises a silicon nitride 
layer as is Well knoWn in the art. 

[0029] As important further features of the device 110 of 
the ?rst embodiment of the present invention, a conductive 
layer 28, 29, and 30 overlies the passivation layer 24. 
Further, the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 overlies a void 
34 at each conductive bonding location 33. Finally, the metal 
layer 28, 29, and 30 overlies and contacts the metal pads 26 
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such that electrical contacts to the conductive bonding 
locations 33 create electrical connections to the metal pads 
26. 

[0030] The conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 may comprise 
a single metal ?lm. However, in the preferred embodiment, 
the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 comprises a metal layer 
30 overlying a barrier layer 28 With a seed layer 29 ther 
ebetWeen. The barrier layer 28 acts as a glue or adhesion 
layer to create excellent adhesion betWeen the overlying 
metal layer 30 and the metal pad 26 and the passivation layer 
24. In addition, the barrier layer 28 may prevent metal ion 
diffusion betWeen the metal layer 30 and the metal pad 26. 
The barrier layer 28 is not an essential feature of the present 
invention. HoWever, depending upon the composition of the 
metal pad 26 and of the metal layer 30, the barrier layer 28 
may be required. As another feature of the preferred embodi 
ment, a seed layer 29 is formed overlying the barrier layer 
28. The seed layer 29 may be required as a reaction catalyst 
or precursor if the metal layer 30 is deposited by electro 
plating or electroless plating. In the preferred embodiment, 
a seed layer 29 is used and this seed layer 29 comprises Au, 
Cu, or a Ni-alloy. The metal layer 30 preferably comprises 
Ni, Ni-alloy, Cu overlying Ni, or Ni overlying Au. 

[0031] Each conductive bonding location 33 comprises an 
area of the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 Where a con 
nection, in this case a solder bump 36, is made. As an 
optional feature, a metal Wetting layer 32 overlies the 
conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 to facilitate excellent 
bonding of the solder bump 36 to the device 110. The metal 
Wetting layer 32, if used, preferably comprises Au, Cu, Sn, 
Ag, Pb, or an alloy of any of these metals. A solder bump 36 
overlies the metal Wetting layer 32. The solder bump 36 may 
comprise Pb or an alloy of Pb as is Well knoWn in the art. 

[0032] The key feature of the device 110 of the present 
invention is the relatively thin conductive layer 28, 29, and 
30 overlying the void 34. A bridge structure, or cushion 
structure, has been created. As described above, thermal 
cycling Will cause thermal expansion or contraction of the 
substrate 20. As a result, the substrate 20 may move laterally 
(up/doWn). In the present invention, the bump 36 is effec 
tively suspended over the substrate 20 by the bridge struc 
ture. Therefore, elastic deformation of the substrate 20, 
induced by thermal expansion, can be accommodated by the 
design. If there is a lateral shift in the substrate 20, then the 
?exible conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 Will be able to 
deform slightly to accommodate the shift. In this Way, the 
solder ball 36 can be ?rmly seated onto the pad 32 and Will 
remain ?rmly attached even under large thermal cycling. 
The resulting structure may be termed “thermally compli 
ant” meaning, simply, that the structure is able to accom 
modate the strain induced by the thermal expansion of the 
silicon substrate 20. Alternatively, the structure may be 
termed strain compliant. 

[0033] Referring noW to FIG. 3, a second preferred 
embodiment 120 of the present invention is illustrated. 
Several important features of the present invention are 
shoWn and discussed beloW. The second preferred embodi 
ment 120 differs from the ?rst preferred embodiment 110 in 
tWo key respects. First, the metal Wetting layer 48 of the 
second embodiment 120 extends across the entire conduc 
tive layer 28, 29, and 30. By comparison, the metal Wetting 
layer 32 of the ?rst embodiment 110, as shoWn in FIG. 2, is 
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only formed at the conductive bonding locations 33. In the 
?rst embodiment 110, the metal Wetting layer 32 de?nes 
Where the solder bump 36 Will be formed due to the Wetting 
or adhesion properties betWeen the Wetting layer 32 and the 
bump 36. Referring again to FIG. 3, in the second embodi 
ment, the solder bump 36 area is de?ned by the opening in 
a post passivation dielectric layer 50 that overlies the metal 
Wetting layer 48. The metal Wetting layer 48 again prefer 
ably comprises Au, Cu, Sn, Ag, Pb, or an alloy of any of 
these metals. The post passivation, or over coating, layer 50 
comprises a dielectric layer. More preferably, polyimide or 
BCB is used for the post passivation layer 50. The polyimide 
layer 50 may be photosensitive or non-photosensitive. The 
other key features, especially the relatively thin conductive 
layer 28, 29, 30, and 48 overlying the void 34, are essentially 
the same as in the ?rst embodiment 110. 

[0034] Referring noW to FIG. 14, a third preferred 
embodiment 150 of the present invention is illustrated. In 
this case, a top vieW is shoWn of a particular form of the 
interconnection structure or device 150. The conductive 
layer 30 is shoWn. A physical contact is made to the metal 
pad 26 at the left. A solder bump 36 is formed at the right. 
The conductive layer 30 connects the metal bump 26 to the 
solder bump 36. As an important feature, the conductive 
layer 30 at the solder bump 36 takes on a particular cushion 
structure called a perforated structure. In particular, the 
conductive bonding location 30b of the conductive layer 30 
is surrounded by an outer ring 3011 of the conductive layer 
30. Further, lines 300 of the conductive layer 30 connect the 
conductive bonding location 30b to the ring 30a surrounding 
the conductive bonding location 30b. The lines 300, or 
straps, are preferably further arc-shaped. Note that conduc 
tive bonding location 30b and the straps 300 are formed 
overlying the void area 34. This construction, Where the 
solder bump 36 is bonded to the conductive layer 30 in 
bonding location 30b that is further suspended over a void 
by metal straps 300, provides excellent isolation of the bump 
36 from thermal deformations of the substrate. This structure 
150 alloWs the metal layer 30 to bend at a large percentage 
of deformation and, further, alloWs this deformation in all 
directions. By comparison, a simple geometry, such as a 
metal plank constructed in the conductive layer 30, Would 
not deform at as large a percentage and Would exhibit poorer 
deformation response in certain directions based on the 
geometric orientation of the plank. 

[0035] Referring noW to FIGS. 4 through 6, 7 through 9, 
and 10 through 13, methods to form the ?rst and second 
preferred embodiments of the present invention are illus 
trated. More particularly, FIGS. 4 through 6 illustrated 
preliminary steps in the method of formation that are com 
mon to both the ?rst embodiment device 110 and the second 
embodiment device 120. FIGS. 7 through 9 shoW additional 
steps in the method of formation that are unique to the ?rst 
embodiment 110, While FIGS. 10 through 13 shoW addi 
tional steps in the method of formation that are unique to the 
second embodiment 120. Referring again to FIG. 4, the 
preliminary device 100 is shoWn in cross sectional repre 
sentation. A substrate 20 is provided. The substrate 20 
preferably comprises a semiconductor material and, more 
preferably, comprises monocrystalline silicon as is Well 
knoWn in the art. HoWever, the composition of the substrate 
20 is not of primary importance to the present invention. A 
dielectric layer 22 is shoWn formed overlying the substrate 
20. In practice, a plurality of devices, such as transistors, 
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capacitors, resistors, and interconnecting structures may be 
formed in or on the substrate 20 and the dielectric layer 22. 
Further, the dielectric layer 22 may further comprises a 
plurality of levels and materials, including multiple levels of 
interconnecting ?lms. For simplicity of illustration, hoW 
ever, the substrate 20 and the dielectric layer 22 are shoWn 
as single layers. 

[0036] A metal pad 26 is formed overlying the dielectric 
layer 22. In practice, a plurality of metal pads 26 are formed 
at the topmost layer of the integrated circuit device 110. 
These metal pads 26 provide a means to mechanically and 
electrically connect the device 110 to a package or to a 
circuit board as is Well knoWn in the art. While not shoWn 
in the illustration, the metal pads 26 are preferably con 
nected to an underlying metal layer and, ultimately, to 
devices and structures in the dielectric layer 22 and the 
substrate 20 in device 110 of the present invention. The 
metal pads 26 are preferably formed by ?rst depositing a 
metal layer 26, such as aluminum, copper, or an alloy of 
aluminum and/or copper, overlying the dielectric layer 22. 
The metal layer 26 may be deposited by any of the knoWn 
methods such as sputtering, evaporation, or plating. The 
metal layer 26 is then preferably patterned using a photoli 
thography and etching sequence. For example, a photoresist 
layer, not shoWn, is ?rst deposited overlying the metal layer 
26. The photoresist layer is next exposed to actinic light 
through a patterned mask and then developed. As a result, 
the patterned from the mask is transferred to the photoresist 
layer, as either a positive or a negative image, such that the 
photoresist layer covers the metal layer 26 Where the metal 
pads 26 are planned. An etching process is then performed 
to remove the metal layer 26 that is exposed by the photo 
resist so that only the desired metal features, such as the 
metal pads 26, remain. Finally, the photoresist layer is 
stripped aWay. 

[0037] A passivation layer 24 is next formed overlying the 
dielectric layer 22 and metal pads 26. The passivation layer 
24 preferable comprises a dielectric ?lm and, more prefer 
ably, comprises a silicon nitride layer as is Well knoWn in the 
art. For example, a loW-pressure, chemical vapor deposition 
(LP-CVD) process may be used to deposit the passivation 
nitride layer 26 overlying the dielectric layer 22 and the 
metal pads 26. The passivation layer 24 is then patterned to 
form pad openings that reveal the top surface of the metal 
pads 26 as shoWn. This patterning step may be performed 
using, for example, a photolithography and etching sequence 
as described above. 

[0038] Next, as an important feature of the present inven 
tion, temporary vertical spacers 42 are formed overlying the 
passivation layer 24. The temporary vertical spacers 42 are 
used to create the voided areas 34 underlying the novel 
conductive bridge structures 28, 29, and 30 of the present 
invention as shoWn by FIGS. 2 and 3. Referring again to 
FIG. 4, the temporary vertical spacers 42 comprise a mate 
rial that can be easily and completely removed after the 
conductive layers are formed overlying the spacers 42. To 
facilitate ease of removal, the temporary vertical spacers 42 
should comprise a material that can be selectively etched 
With respect to the conductive layers that Will subsequently 
overlie the spacers 42 and With respect to the passivation 
layer 24 that underlies the spacers 42. To this end, it is found 
that various photoresist and polymer materials are ideally 
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suited to this function. In particular, dry ?lm resist, poly 
imide, and high-temperature capable photoresist are pre 
ferred for the spacers 42. 

[0039] In the preferred method of formation, a sacri?cial 
layer 42 comprising one of the photoresist or polymer 
materials is deposited overlying the passivation layer 24 and 
the metal pads 26. The deposition method may be by spin 
coating, lamination, or by screen printing. Next, the sacri 
?cial layer 42 is patterned to form the temporary vertical 
spacers 42. The patterning may be performed in one of 
several Ways depending on the composition of the sacri?cial 
layer 42. First, if the sacri?cial layer 42 comprises a pho 
toresist ?lm, then a photolithography process is used to 
pattern the photoresist 42. That is, the sacri?cial layer 42 is 
exposed to actinic light through a mask bearing the pattern 
for the planned temporary vertical spacers 42. After devel 
opment, only the temporary vertical spacers 42 remain. This 
is the preferred method of formation since no explicit 
etching steps are required. Second, if the sacri?cial layer 42 
comprises a non-photoresist layer, then the patterning pro 
cess Would comprise depositing and patterning an overlying 
photoresist layer, not shoWn, using this photoresist layer to 
mask an etching process to de?ne the ?nal temporary 
vertical spacers 42, and then stripping aWay the photoresist 
layer. Third, if screen printing is used to deposit the sacri 
?cial layer 42, then this process can also de?ne the tempo 
rary vertical spacers 42 at the same time. In screen printing, 
a patterned screen is placed over the receiving surface that 
is, in this case, the substrate. Liquid material is applied onto 
the screen, is forced by mechanical pressure through open 
ings in the screen, and is thereby transferred onto the 
receiving surface as a negative image of the screen. If screen 
printing is used, then the sacri?cial layer 42 is directly 
applied to the passivation layer 24 to form the temporary 
vertical spacers 42 Without further patterning. 

[0040] Note that the temporary vertical spacers 42 do not 
overlie the metal pads 26. Rather, the temporary vertical 
spacers 42 are preferably placed near the metal pads 26 such 
that the subsequently formed conductive layer Will both 
connect to the metal pads 26 and Will bridge over the 
temporary vertical spacers 42. As an additional consider 
ation, the height H of the temporary vertical spacers 42 is 
important. The sacri?cial layer 42 is applied using a process 
Wherein the thickness or height of the layer can by carefully 
controlled. When the temporary vertical spacers 42 are 
removed, this thickness H Will de?ne the distance betWeen 
the top of the passivation layer 24 and the bottom of the 
conductive layers of the bridge structure. In turn, this 
dimension H largely determines the degree to Which the 
structure can de?ect, in response to thermal changes, While 
reducing the stress induced on the solder bump joints. 

[0041] Referring noW to FIG. 5, a barrier layer 28 and a 
seed layer 29 are deposited overlying the passivation layer 
24, the metal pads 26, and the temporary vertical spacers 42. 
The barrier layer 28 is used to improve betWeen the metal 
pads 26 and the subsequently formed metal layer that Will 
connect the pads 26 to the solder bumps. In addition, the 
barrier layer 28 prevents diffusion of the metal layer into the 
underlying passivation layer 24. The barrier layer 28 pref 
erably comprises Ti, TiW, TiN, Cr, or composites of these 
materials. The barrier layer 28 may be deposited using 
sputter or evaporation. The seed layer 29 is used if the 
subsequently formed metal layer is deposited by a tech 
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nique, such as electroless plating or electroplating, that 
requires a starting layer to catalyze the plating reaction or to 
improve the orientation of the deposited layer. The seed 
layer 29, if used, preferably comprises Au, Cu, or a Ni-alloy, 
depending on the type of metal layer that Will be formed. 
The seed layer 29 may also be deposited by sputter or by 
evaporation. 

[0042] Referring noW to FIG. 6, another important feature 
of the present invention is illustrated. The metal layer 30 is 
formed overlying the barrier and seed layers 28 and 29. The 
combined metal layer 30, seed layer 29, and barrier layer 28 
is herein called the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30. The 
metal layer 30 is preferably formed using a selective depo 
sition of a metal ?lm 30. First, a ?rst masking layer 43 is 
formed overlying the seed layer 29. The ?rst masking layer 
43 preferably comprises a photoresist ?lm 43 that is depos 
ited and patterned using a photolithographic method. Alter 
natively, a non-photosensitive ?lm may be used for the ?rst 
masking layer 43 and may be deposited and patterned using 
a screen printing method as described above. The resulting 
?rst masking layer 43 reveals the top surface of the seed 
layer 29 overlying the areas 41 Where the metal layer 30 is 
planned. In particular, the metal layer 30 is planned over 
lying the metal pads 26, the temporary vertical spacer 42, 
and the areas lying therebetWeen. 

[0043] The metal layer 30 may comprise Ni, Ni-alloy, a 
stack of Ni over Cu, or a stack of Au over Ni. The metal layer 
30 is preferably formed using either electroless plating or 
electroplating. The deposited metal layer 30 only forms 
Where the seed layer 29 is exposed by the ?rst masking layer 
43. This metal layer 30 thickness is carefully controlled for 
several reasons. First, a thick metal layer 30 Will reduce the 
resistance of the conductor betWeen the metal pad 26 and the 
solder bump. HoWever, if the metal layer 30 is too thick, 
then the bridge structure may not bend or de?ect adequately 
under thermal stress such to prevent the stress or strain due 
to the thermal load of the substrate from reaching the solder 
bump interface. Conversely, a too thin metal layer 30 could 
create a high resistance betWeen the metal pad 26 and the 
solder bump 36 and might fracture under mechanical or 
thermal stress. Therefore, the process control should main 
tain the metal layer thickness 30 betWeen minimum and 
maximum speci?cations. At this point, the preliminary steps 
in the method of formation are complete. 

[0044] Referring noW to FIG. 7, the method of formation 
unique to the ?rst preferred embodiment 110 of the present 
invention begins. The ?rst masking layer 43 is removed. A 
second masking layer 47 is then formed. The second mask 
ing layer 47 is used to de?ne areas Where a metal Wetting 
layer 32 is formed overlying the conductive layer 28, 29, and 
30 at the planned conductive bonding locations 33. The 
second masking layer 47 preferably comprises a polyimide 
or other polymer that is deposited and patterned using a 
photolithographic method. Alternatively, a non-photosensi 
tive ?lm may be used for the second masking layer 47 and 
may be deposited and patterned using a screen printing 
method as described above. 

[0045] The metal Wetting layer 32 is deposited overlying 
the metal layer 30 Where the metal layer 30 is exposed by the 
second masking layer 47. The metal Wetting layer 32 is used 
to provide an interface region betWeen the metal layer 30, 
Which comprises, for example, Cu, Au, or Ni, and the 
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subsequently formed solder bump, Which comprises a lead 
based or non-lead based solder as is knoWn in the art. The 
metal Wetting layer 32 improves the adhesion of the solder 
bump While reducing the resistance at the interface betWeen 
the solder bump and the metal layer 30. The metal Wetting 
layer 32 also de?nes the bonding Width of the subsequently 
placed solder bumps. The metal Wetting layer 32 preferably 
comprises Au, Cu, Sn, Ag, Pb or alloys of Au, Cu, Sn, Ag, 
or Pb. The metal Wetting layer 32 is preferably deposited 
using an electroless plating or electroplating process. 

[0046] Referring noW to FIG. 8, the second masking layer 
47 is removed. Next, the barrier and seed layers 28 and 29 
are etched through to complete the patterning of the con 
ductive layer 28, 29, and 30. The metal layer 30 is used as 
the masking layer for the etching through of the barrier and 
seed layers 28 and 29. The barrier and seed layers 28 and 29 
may be etched using dry or Wet chemical methods as are 
Well knoWn in the art. 

[0047] Referring noW to FIG. 9, as an important step in the 
method, the temporary vertical spacers 42 are removed to 
create voids 34 underlying the conductive layer 28, 29, and 
30. The temporary vertical spacers 42 are removed using an 
isotropic etching method that is selective to the sacri?cial 
layer 42. As a result, the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 
becomes a bridge overlying the passivation layer 24 With a 
void or gap therebetWeen. The void has a height H that is 
de?ned by the original thickness of the sacri?cial layer 42 
that is noW displaced. In one preferred embodiment, the 
sacri?cial layer 42 is etched aWay using a Wet chemical etch. 
The Wet etch removes the sacri?cial layer 42 While leaving 
the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30, the metal Wetting layer 
32, and the passivation layer 24. To achieve this, the Wet etch 
must exhibit a sloW etching rate for the passivation layer 24, 
preferably nitride, and the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30, 
preferably metals, and a rapid etching rate for the sacri?cial 
layer 42, typically a photoresist or a polymer. Further, the 
etch must be isotropic, or omnidirectional, in orientation so 
that the entire temporary vertical spacer 42 is removed from 
under the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30. In a second 
preferred embodiment, the sacri?cial layer 42 is removed 
using a dry, oZone etch. The oZone etch, or plasma strip, 
removes the sacri?cial layer 42 While not attacking, or 
etching, the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 or the passiva 
tion layer 24. Referring again to FIG. 2, the ?rst preferred 
embodiment 110 is then completed by the placement of 
solder bumps 36. The solder bumps 36 adhere to the metal 
Wetting layer 32 during a thermal re?oW operation as is Well 
knoWn in the art. 

[0048] Referring noW to FIG. 10, the ?rst unique step in 
the method of the second preferred embodiment 120 is 
shoWn. The ?rst masking layer 43 is retained for an addi 
tional step of processing. A metal Wetting layer 48 is formed 
overlying the metal layer 30 as de?ned by the opening 41. 
Again, the metal Wetting layer 48 is used to provide an 
interface region betWeen the metal layer 30, Which com 
prises, for example, Cu, Au, or Ni, and the subsequently 
formed solder bump, Which comprises a lead-based or 
non-lead based solder as is knoWn in the art. The metal 
Wetting layer 48 improves the adhesion of the solder bump 
While reducing the resistance at the interface betWeen the 
solder bump and the metal layer 30. The metal Wetting layer 
48 preferably comprises Au, Cu, Sn, Ag, Pb or alloys of Au, 
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Cu, Sn, Ag, or Pb. The metal Wetting layer 32 is preferably 
deposited using an electroless plating or electroplating pro 
cess. 

[0049] Referring noW to FIG. 11, the ?rst masking layer 
43 is noW removed. Next, the barrier and seed layers 28 and 
29 are etched through to complete the patterning of the 
conductive layer 28, 29, and 30. The metal Wetting layer 48 
and the metal layer 30 are used as the masking layer for the 
etching through of the barrier and seed layers 28 and 29. The 
barrier and seed layers 28 and 29 may be etched using dry 
or Wet chemical methods as is Well knoWn in the art. 

[0050] Referring noW to FIG. 12, another important fea 
ture is illustrated. A post passivation dielectric layer 50 is 
formed overlying the passivation layer 24, the conductive 
layer 28, 29, and 30, and the metal Wetting layer 48. The post 
passivation dielectric layer 50 provides an additional isolat 
ing layer of betWeen the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 and 
the subsequently placed solder bump. The post passivation 
dielectric layer 50, also called an over coat layer, preferably 
comprises a polymer material such as polyimide or BCB. 
This polymer material may be photosensitive or non-pho 
tosensitive. The post passivation dielectric layer 50 is pref 
erably deposited by a spin-coating process or by screen 
printing. The post passivation dielectric layer 50 is patterned 
to reveal the top surface of the metal Wetting layer 48 at the 
conductive bonding locations 33. The exposed metal Wetting 
layer 48 de?nes the adhesion Width of the placed solder 
bumps 36 after re?oW. The post passivation dielectric layer 
50 may be patterned in one of several Ways. If screen 
printing is used, then the post passivation dielectric layer 50 
is both deposited and patterned at the same screen printing 
step. If the post passivation dielectric layer 50 comprises a 
photosensitive material, then this material is patterned using 
a photolithographic sequence as described above. If the post 
passivation dielectric layer 50 is non-photosensitive, then 
this material is patterned using another photoresist layer, not 
shoWn, With a photolithography and etch sequence as 
described above. 

[0051] Referring noW to FIG. 13, as an important step in 
the method, the temporary vertical spacers 42 are removed 
to create voids 34 underlying the conductive layer 28, 29, 
and 30. The temporary vertical spacers 42 are removed using 
an isotropic etching method that is selective to the sacri?cial 
layer 42. As a result, the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 and 
metal Wetting layer 48 become a bridge overlying the 
passivation layer 24 With a void or gap therebetWeen. The 
void has a height H that is de?ned by the original thickness 
of the sacri?cial layer 42 that is noW displaced. In one 
preferred embodiment, the sacri?cial layer 42 is etched aWay 
using a Wet chemical etch. The Wet etch removes the 
sacri?cial layer 42 While leaving the conductive layer 28, 29, 
and 30, the metal Wetting layer 48, and the passivation layer 
24. To achieve this, the Wet etch must exhibit a sloW etching 
rate for the passivation layer 24, preferably nitride, and the 
conductive layer 28, 29, and 30, preferably metals, and a 
rapid etching rate for the sacri?cial layer 42, typically a 
photoresist or a polymer. Further, the etch must be isotropic, 
or omnidirectional, in orientation so that the entire tempo 
rary vertical spacer 42 is removed from under the conductive 
layer 28, 29, and 30 and metal Wetting layer 48. In a second 
preferred embodiment, the sacri?cial layer 42 is removed 
using a dry, oZone etch. The oZone etch, or plasma strip, 
removes the sacri?cial layer 42 While not attacking, or 
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etching, the conductive layer 28, 29, and 30 or the passiva 
tion layer 24. Referring again to FIG. 3, the second preferred 
embodiment 120 is then completed by the placement of 
solder bumps 36. The solder bumps 36 adhere to the exposed 
metal Wetting layer 48 during a thermal re?oW operation as 
is Well knoWn in the art. 

[0052] The advantages of the present invention may noW 
be summarized. Methods for fabricating multi-layer Wiring 
structures on a semiconductor chip are achieved. The ability 
to reduce or eliminate the thermally induced mechanical 
stresses on the solder ball terminals is achieved. The product 
fabricated by the methods provides reduction of the thermal 
stresses and alloWs a chip scale package to be directly 
mounted to a printed circuit interconnect. The methods of 
fabrication utiliZe materials and fabrication processes cur 
rently used in semiconductor manufacture. The product 
fabricated With the described methods With the thermal 
compliant multi-layered Wiring structure can be used in high 
thermal cycled products With resultant high reliability. 

[0053] As shoWn in the preferred embodiments, the novel 
methods and device structures of the present invention 
provide an effective and manufacturable alternative to the 
prior art. 

[0054] While the invention has been particularly shoWn 
and described With reference to the preferred embodiments 
thereof, it Will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in form and details may be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for fabricating a circuit component compris 

ing: 

providing a silicon substrate and a silicon-nitride layer 
over said silicon substrate; 

forming a sacri?cial layer over said silicon-nitride layer; 

forming a ?rst metal layer comprising a ?rst portion over 
said sacri?cial layer and a second portion over said 
silicon substrate but not over said sacri?cial layer; 

forming a pattem-de?ning layer over said ?rst metal 
layer, an opening in said pattem-de?ning layer expos 
ing said ?rst and second portions of said ?rst metal 
layer; 

forming a second metal layer over said ?rst and second 
portions exposed by said opening; 

removing said pattem-de?ning layer; 

removing said ?rst metal layer not under said second 
metal layer; and 

removing said sacri?cial layer. 
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said forming said 

second metal layer comprises electroplating. 
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein said sacri?cial layer 

comprises polymer. 
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said forming said 

sacri?cial layer comprises spin-coating. 
5. The method of claim 1, Wherein said forming said 

second metal layer further comprises forming a gold-con 
taining layer over said ?rst and second portions exposed by 
said opening. 
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6. The method of claim 1, wherein said forming said ?rst 
metal layer comprises sputtering. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein said forming said ?rst 
metal layer comprises forming a gold-containing layer com 
prising a ?rst portion over said sacri?cial layer and a second 
portion over said silicon-nitride layer but not over said 
sacri?cial layer. 

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein said forming said ?rst 
metal layer comprises forming a titanium-containing layer 
comprising a ?rst portion over said sacri?cial layer and a 
second portion over said silicon-nitride layer but not over 
said sacri?cial layer. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein said removing said 
sacri?cial layer comprises said removing said sacri?cial 
layer under said ?rst metal layer. 

10. A method for fabricating a circuit component com 
prising: 

providing a silicon substrate; 

forming a sacri?cial layer over said silicon substrate; 

forming a gold-containing layer comprising a ?rst portion 
over said sacri?cial layer and a second portion over 
said silicon substrate but not over said sacri?cial layer; 

forming a pattern-de?ning layer over said gold-containing 
layer, an opening in said pattern-de?ning layer expos 
ing said ?rst and second portions; 

electroplating a metal layer over said ?rst and second 
portions exposed by said opening; 

removing said pattern-de?ning layer; 

removing said gold-containing layer not under said metal 
layer; and 

removing said sacri?cial layer. 
11. The method of claim 10, Wherein said sacri?cial layer 

comprises polymer. 
12. The method of claim 10, Wherein said forming said 

sacri?cial layer comprises spin-coating. 
13. The method of claim 10, Wherein said removing said 

sacri?cial layer comprises said removing said sacri?cial 
layer under said gold-containing layer. 

14. A method for fabricating a circuit component com 
prising: 

providing a silicon substrate and a silicon-nitride layer 
over said silicon substrate; 

forming a sacri?cial layer over said silicon-nitride layer; 

electroplating a metal layer comprising a ?rst portion over 
said sacri?cial layer and a second portion over said 
silicon-nitride layer but not over said sacri?cial layer; 
and 
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after said electroplating said metal layer, removing said 
sacri?cial layer. 

15. The method of claim 14, Wherein said sacri?cial layer 
comprises polymer. 

16. The method of claim 14, Wherein said forming said 
sacri?cial layer comprises spin-coating. 

17. The method of claim 14, Wherein said removing said 
sacri?cial layer comprises said removing said sacri?cial 
layer under said metal layer. 

18. A method for fabricating a circuit component com 
prising: 

providing a silicon substrate; 

forming an insulating layer over said silicon substrate; 

forming a ?rst metal layer over said insulating layer; 

forming a pattern-de?ning layer over said ?rst metal 
layer, an opening in said pattern-de?ning layer expos 
ing said ?rst metal layer; 

forming a second metal layer over said ?rst metal layer 
exposed by said opening; 

removing said pattern-de?ning layer; 

removing said ?rst metal layer not under said second 
metal layer; and 

after said removing said ?rst metal layer, removing said 
insulating layer. 

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein said forming said 
second metal layer comprises electroplating. 

20. The method of claim 18, Wherein said insulating layer 
comprises polymer. 

21. The method of claim 18, Wherein said forming said 
insulating layer comprises spin-coating. 

22. The method of claim 18, Wherein said forming said 
second metal layer further comprises forming a gold-con 
taining layer over said ?rst metal layer exposed by said 
opening. 

23. The method of claim 18, Wherein said forming said 
?rst metal layer comprises sputtering. 

24. The method of claim 18, Wherein said forming said 
?rst metal layer comprises forming a gold-containing layer 
over said silicon substrate. 

25. The method of claim 18, Wherein said forming said 
?rst metal layer comprises forming a titanium-containing 
layer over said silicon substrate. 

26. The method of claim 18, Wherein said removing said 
insulating layer comprises said removing said insulating 
layer under said ?rst metal layer. 

* * * * * 


